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ABSTRACT bility; there are several different useful visualizations for
In the spirit of interdependence of the different areas of CHI any given schema, thus flexibility is required.
research, we present a description of OPOSSUM, a visual-
ization tool inspired by concepts from heterogeneous data- Database schemas are instances of the data model used by a
bases.  OPOSSUM is a tool for visualizing and editing database system.  For example, each schema in a relational
structured data; we use it to view and modify object- database is an instance of the relational data model.  In
oriented database schemas.  OPOSSUM is based on a general, a schema is an instance of some information
formalism that allows declarative descriptions of the model.  The process of visualizing a data model schema
following: 1) a model describing the schema to be (i.e., converting an instance of a data model to a visual
visualized, 2) a model describing visualizations, and 3) a form) is similar to schema mapping in a heterogeneous
mapping between the two models.  The formal approach database (i.e., transforming an instance of one data model to
makes OPOSSUM very flexible, and promises solutions to an instance of another data model) [3]. Our formalism grew
several problems of schema visualization. from this idea; instead of mapping schemas between differ-

ent data models, it maps data model schemas to schemas of
KEYWORDS a visual model.  A visual model is distinguished in that
Model-based Interface Tools, Metaphors, Database, Schema visual model schemas define an appearance for themselves.
Visualization For example, one might want to map a relational schema to

a visual model schema formed of boxes, text, and lines.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes OPOSSUM (Obtaining Presentations Information models are defined declaratively in terms of
Of Semantic Schemas Using Metaphors), a structured data types of primitives in the model, attributes of the prim-
visualization and editing tool currently under development. itives of those types, allowed values of the attributes, and
OPOSSUM's role is visualization of object-oriented data- constraints that must be satisfied by schemas of the model.
base schemas, although it works with other structured For example, the relational data model has two types of
information.  OPOSSUM is based on a formalism that primitives: relation and attribute, the former having the
describes visualization; the formalism was inspired by the attribute name, and the latter having the attributes name,
concept of schema mapping from the field of heterogeneous type, and a relation with which it is associated.  Meta-
databases [3].  This formalism defines visualizations phors are defined as the union of three functions that map
through three declarative descriptions: a data model that from: 1) visual model types of primitives to data model
describes the schemas to be visualized, a visual model that types of primitives, 2) visual model attributes to data model
describes visualizations, and a metaphor mapping between attributes, and 3) visual model values to data model values.
the two models.  OPOSSUM now in prototype form; it For example, one type of visual model primitive could be
allows a schema to be edited through manipulation of the defined to be a box with a piece of text inside.  A metaphor
schema’s visualization. could specify that this type of primitive corresponds with

relation in the above data model, and that the text field
OVERVIEW OF OUR FORMALISM corresponds with the relation name.  Given a metaphor
OPOSSUM is based on a formalism that describes between a data and a visual model, it is possible to induce a
transformations of structured information between abstract mapping between schemas of the two models.  Metaphors
and visual forms.  This formalism is fully described in [1]. ensure a structural correspondence between schemas of the
We developed the formalism to improve visualization flexi- two models such that, when users view a visual model

schema, they can (with knowledge of the metaphor) infer
the corresponding data model schema.  The metaphor
defines the meaning of visual model features with respect to
data model features.  Metaphor mappings may be many-to-
one, indicating that several visual model features have the
same meaning with respect to the data model; this provides
representation choice (two types of primitives or attriute



values that may be used interchangeably) or redundancy of visual primitives so that a long edge could be
(two attributes representing the same information). equivalently represented as two independent pieces.

Limited space precludes a more detailed description here.
Metaphors may be tested for correctness.  In this context,
correctness means that any data model schema can be RELATED WORK
unambiguously mapped to a visual model schema and back Other systems have taken a formal approach to
again.  In addition, the formalism allows metaphors to be visualization.  User interface tools that are based on formal
composed, forming new, richer metaphors with increased models  include Chiron [6], Humanoid [5], and UIDE [4].
choice or redundancy. These provide various means for defining data and visual

models.  These systems, however, capture metaphors
OPOSSUM, A FORMALISM BASED TOOL procedurally and/or as part of the visual model.  Another
OPOSSUM is designed as the core of a graphical user related formal approach is that of Kuhn and Frank [2], who
interface for an object-oriented scientific database system. use algebraic mappings to examine user interface behavior.
Its first role is to allow schema display and editing via For example, they compare the behavior of a real desktop to
direct manipulation of a schema visualization, though it that of a computer desktop metaphor. They do not consider
may be extended in the future to support visual querying data visualization, however.
and data display.  It is implemented in C++ and
InterViews/Unidraw, running with X-windows on a Unix CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
workstation. Currently, OPOSSUM permits schema In this paper, we have described an idea from the area of
definition and editing for any models and metaphors databases (schema mapping) applied to a problem in the
supported by our formalism. area of interfaces (visualization).  The result is a formalism

and a tool that are beneficial to both areas.  The implem-
OPOSSUM is very flexible in order to work with arbitrary entation of the tool, OPOSSUM, is still in progress, but it
models and metaphors.  Descriptions of models and has already demonstrated some of the power of our formal
metaphors are maintained as data structures in main approach.  Future work on OPOSSUM includes completing
memory, though they are saved to disk between sessions. model and metaphor editing, enhancing the constraint
The OPOSSUM interface consists of one or more windows, language, and integrating OPOSSUM with a database
each associated with a particular visual model (and usually system.  In addition, we intend to test OPOSSUM empir-
a corresponding data model and metaphor).  Each window ically, as real users will provide the best feedback to gauge
includes tools for creating primitives of the associated the problems and pitfalls of our approach.
visual model.  In addition, there is a general attribute
editing tool that pops up a menu of modifiable attributes for REFERENCES
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